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Abstract
As olid-state two-qubit quantum gate was recently proposed that might be
made in a silicon fabrication plant in the near future. In this class of device,
entanglement between two quantum bits is controlled by a change from a
largely unentangled ground electronic state to an excited state in which useful
entanglement can be produced. Such gates have potential advantages, both
because they exploit known solid-state behaviourand they separate the storage
and manipulation of quantum information. It is important that the excitation
step does not create decoherence. We analyse a type of gate proposed before,
in whicht he excitation involves a control electron that interacts with the qubit
spinsi nt he excited state. The dynamics of an idealized (but fairly general)
gate of this type show that it can be operated to produce a standard two-qubit
entangling state.
1. Introduction
Quantum computers use quantum logic gates (DiVincenzo 1995, Vedral and Plenio 1998),
whichmanipulatequantumbits—qubits. Muchstudyhasshownthatauniversalsetofquantum
gates must include a two-qubit gate which can produce entanglement (Barenco et al 1995,
Beckmann et al 1996). In order to do this, its qubits must interact with each other. This,
of course, is a problem; in order to preserve coherence it is desirable to isolate the qubits
from each other, and from the world, but in order to produce the entanglement necessary for
a universal gate they must interact. Quantum computers based on ion traps (Jonathan et al
2000, Cirac and Zoller 1995) solve the problem by using special protocols to bring about
interactionbetweenotherwise almost perfectlyisolated ions, but manysolid-state devices rely
on an ability to control the direct interactionb etween the qubits (Loss and DiVincenzo 1998,
Golovachand Loss2002). Often, this meansthat engineeredinterventionis requiredto set the
naturally occurring interaction between the qubits to zero.
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Quantum information processors will need to be integrated with classical digital
microelectronics. The ideal quantum information processor would be one which could be
manufacturedina standardfabricationfacility ofthetypeplannedforthe nearfuture. Nosuch
quantum information processor has been demonstrated, but one recent proposal (Stoneham
et al 2003), based on the change of entanglement controlled by electronic excitation, may
lead to such a development. Our paper addresses a speciﬁc, but generic, aspect of such gates
and, in particular, we show from an analysis of their dynamics that idealized gates of the
type discussed by Stoneham et al can, in principle, be operated to producestandard two-qubit
entangling gates, with negligible loss of quantum information to the control electron. This
paper expands some of the details which are important for a processor of this type.
The unusual feature of our scheme is that we use ‘control’ electrons to manipulate our
qubits. By suitably modifying the excitation state of the control electron we aim to modify
thee l ectron–electron interaction between control and qubit electrons to produce two-qubit
entanglement. However,it is importantthat after it has done its job, the controlelectron is not
only in a state which does notinteractwith the qubits, but also is notentangledwith them. We
show here that this is possible.
In particular we consider an idealization of the actual solid-state system that might be
used in such a quantum gate. Our ideal system contains just three particles; we assume that
two qubits are encoded by the spin states of two of them. We further assume that there is no
interaction between the particles when they are all in their ground states, but that if one is in
an excited state, it can interact with the other two. Thus, the gate protocol requires that we
control the excitation and de-excitation of one of the particles—the control particle—so as
to produce the required entanglement between the other two, in such a way that the control
particle is ultimately returned to its unexcited state and is not entangled with the particles
encoding the qubits. In our previous publication (Stoneham et al 2003), we described a
possible implementation of this scheme in Si. In that case the qubit spins were envisaged to
belong to deep donorsin Si, and the third (communicating)particle was an electron that could
be excited into a delocalized ‘molecular’ state connecting both donors. Here we leave aside
thed etails of the speciﬁc implementation and concentrate on the dynamics of the two-qubit
gate under the action of a rather generic Hamiltonian. Thus, in this work we ignore many
of the complications which will occur in practice, and focus on one important aspect of the
quantumgate. What we describe here—or something similar—is necessary for the successful
operation of the gate; it is certainly not sufﬁcient. We do not discuss the implementation
of single-qubit operations in this paper, but note that this may (in principle) be done using
previously demonstrated techniques (Charnock and Kennedy 2001, Jelezko et al 2002).
2. The three spin system
In this section we describe the effective Hamiltonian which controls the interaction between
the qubits. Aswe shallsee, an importantfeatureofourgate isthatthe qubit–qubitinteractions
are mediated by naturally occurring features of the system. External control is provided by
laser pulses, but since these do not interact directly with the qubits, an important source of
engineering noise is avoided.
2.1. The spin basis
Our system consists of three particles A, B and C in a magneticﬁeld B.Aa n dBare always in
theirgroundelectronicstate,whereitisassumedthattheyaredecoupledfromtheenvironment.
Theirspinstatesencodethetwoqubits. Cisthecontrolparticle. ItisassumedthatinitsgroundQuantum gates controlled by electronic excitation 2759
Figure 1. The quantum gate. The qubits are encoded in the spins of defects A and B with spatial
wavefunctions WA and WB.L aser excitation of the control atom C from its ground state, with
wavefunction WCG to the excited state WCE,c ontrols the qubit interactions.
electronicstateCisalsodecoupledfromtheenvironment(andfromAandB),butthatCalsohas
an excitedelectronicstate whichcouplesto A andB(andtheenvironment). Theconﬁguration
is sketched in ﬁgure 1.
The wavefunction of this system has both spatial and spin components. For the three
particles there are 23 = 8s pin states in the electronic ground state, and 23 spin states in the
electronic excited state, a total of 16 states. We neglect orbital excitation of the qubit spins A
and B. In order to proceedwe construct a basis set. We are interested in the time development
of the spins, andso shallﬁndit convenientto use the conventionalrepresentationof|0  as spin
up, and|1 as spin down,andwritethe state ofthethreeparticlesA, B andC as ψAψBψs
C|ijk ,
where i, j,k = 0,1a n dt h eo r d e r ing is signiﬁcant, so that i represents the spin state of A,
j the spin state of B and k the spin state of C. The wavefunctions ψA, ψB and ψs
C represent
the spatial part of the wavefunction for each of the particles; ψs
C carries an extra label s to
characterize the ground state of C (s = g) or the excited state (s = e). Thus, our basis is
b =
 
vg
ve
 
(1)
with
vs = ψAψBψs
C [|000 ,|001 ,...,|r ,...,|110 ,|111 ]T . (2)
Sincewearealmostalwaysonlyinterestedinthespinwavefunctionsweshallusuallysuppress
the spatial part, and write
vs = [|000 ,|001 ,...,|r ,...,|110 ,|111 ]
T
s . (3)
2.2. The interaction Hamiltonian
We assume that the major interaction between the three electrons in the excited state is
exchange, and that this can be modelled with an effective Heisenberg interaction (Herring
and Flicker 1964). We use units in which ¯ h = 1. Our Hamiltonian H is therefore
H =| g 
 
BAσAz + BBσBz + B
0
CσCz
 
 g|
+ |e {JAσA · σC + JBσB · σC + BAσAz + BBσBz + BCσCz +  } e|
+ |e V(t)cos(ωt + φ) g| + |g V(t)cos(ωt + φ) e|. (4)2760 RR odriquez et al
We have quantized along the magnetic ﬁeld B and deﬁned
BK =− | B|µK (K = A,B,C); B
0
C =− | B|µ
0
C (5)
where µA and µB are the magnetic moments associated with particles A and B (which are
always in theirgroundstates), µ0
C is themagneticmomentofparticle Cin its groundstate, and
µC the magnetic moment of particle C in its excited state. Note that, if the magnetic moments
µK are different, BA, BB and BC as deﬁned in equation (5) may differ even when the external
magnetic ﬁeld is uniform. We have assumed that when all three particles A, B, C are in their
groundstatesthereisnegligibleinteractionbetweenthem,butthatwhenCisinitsexcitedstate,
whichofcoursehasalargerspatialextent,theeffectiveexchangeinteractionsbetweenAandC
and B and C have strengths JA and JB,r e s p ectively. The exchange is modelled as Heisenberg
(σ · σ)i nteractions. Although in Si the true exchange is complicated by the indirect nature
of the bandgap,and consequentintervalleyinterferenceand anisotropiceffectivemass effects,
Andres et al (1981) and Koiller et al (2002a, 2002b) show that the characteristic strength of
thee xchangeinteractionbetweendefectscanberelatedtothe‘hydrogenic’value(Slater1963,
HerringandFlicker 1964),andthisis whatwe assume. Thus,as we showinﬁgure2, thereis a
rangeofseparationsforwhichexchangebetweenthegroundstatesofA,BandCisnegligible,
and for which exchange between the excited state of C and A and C and B is usefully large.
Furthermore the ground (|g )a n de x cited (|e )s tatesa re coupled by the interaction
V(t)cos(ωt +φ)as is appropriatefor pulsed laser excitation of particle C in the semiclassical
approximation. This laser interaction, in conjunction with the exchange in the excited state,
is what controls the qubits. The excited state excitation energy is  .I n t h e s o lid-state
implementationsweenvisagethiscanbe∼1eV, certainlylessthantheSibandgap,sotheenergy
scaleforthegateoperationcanbelarge. Thelifetimeoftheupperstate is, ofcourse,important
fortheoperationofthegate. Althoughwedonothaveaccuratevaluesforthislifetime,valuesof
∼µsaretypicalforsuchstates(Stoneham1975)(andconsistentwithvaluesderivedbyscaling
hydrogenictransitionrates). We discussbelowhowthegateoperationdependsupontheupper
state lifetime, andﬁnd thatthere arecircumstancesunderwhich lifetimesconsiderablyshorter
than microseconds can still give acceptable gate performance.
The energy scale for the exchange splitting in the excited state, which, as we shall see
below,determinesthe laser pulselength, isset by JA, JB.W ee n v i s a g ev aluesforthis effective
interaction of the order of 1–10 GHz. The control-qubit separation required to achieve this
can be estimated from ﬁgure 2. We ﬁnd values of about 13–17 nm. (At this separation the
magneticdipole–dipoleinteractionbetweenthe activeelectronsis∼10 peV, andwe ignoreit.)
Further details of exchange strengths in Si can be found in Herring and Flicker (1964), Cullis
and Marko (1970), Stoneham (1975), Andres et al (1981), Koiller et al (2002a, 2002b).
As we have written it, the ﬁrst term in equation (4) represents the ground state part of the
Hamiltonian, the second term the excited state part, and the last term the coupling between
them.
With the basis set described in equation (1), the Hamiltonian can be written
H =
 
Hg L(t)
L†(t)  + He
 
. (6)
Here Hg is an 8 × 8m atrix describing the interactions in the ground state. It is diagonal, and
its r,rth element is the magnetic energy of the state |r ,w hich can be written as
Hg
rr = (−1)iBA + (−1)jBB + (−1)kB0
C (7)
where |r  has the binary representation
|r =| ijk .Quantum gates controlled by electronic excitation 2761
Figure 2. Effective masstheoryestimate oftheexchange interaction strength J (GHz)asafunction
ofseparation between qubit and control atoms. Theexchange is calculated numerically (Fern´ andez
Rico et al 1997, Alvarez Collado et al 1989) using ns-type Slater orbitals (Slater 1963) of the form
rn−1 exp(−r/a) with effective mass and dielectric constant appropriate to electrons in Si. The
qubit is assumed to be in a 1s orbital with a = 1.28 nm, as appropriate for the binding energy
of the ground state of Si:Bi. Its exchange interaction with both the ground and excited states of
the control atom are shown, for two cases whose parameters are representative: ﬁrst for a control
atom whose ground state is represented by a 1s Slater with a = 0.94 nm (open squares) and whose
excited state is represented by a 2s Slater with a = 1.88 nm (ﬁlled squares), and secondly for a
control atom whose ground state is represented by a 1s Slater with a = 0.63 nm (open circles) and
whose excited state is represented by a 3s Slater with a = 1.88 nm (ﬁlled circles). Also shown, as
dashed curves, are the excited/ground state contrasts, the ratio of the exchange in the excited state
to exchange in the ground state for the two cases (dashed curves and right-hand scale). Although
these calculations do not reﬂect the full complexity of exchange in Si (see text for further details),
they do suggest that high contrast between ground and excited exchange strengths is available.
The excited state Hamiltonian He is
He =



 



 

D0 0000000
0 D1 2JB 02 JA 000
02 JB D2 0 0000
000D3 00 2 JA 0
02 JA 00 D4 000
00000D5 2JB 0
000 2 JA 02 JB D6 0
0000000 D7



 



 

(8)
with diagonal terms Dr given by
Dr = (−1)iBA + (−1)jBB + (−1)kBC + (−1)[i+k]JA + (−1)[j+k]JB (9)
where, oncea g a i n ,{ijk} is the binary representation of r.2762 RR odriquez et al
2.3. The laser excitation
Finally, the off-diagonal coupling L(t) is due to the laser. Since the laser does not produce
spin ﬂips the coupling has the form
L(t) = V(t)cos(ωt + φ)I (10)
where I is the 8 × 8 unit matrix and
V(t) = d · E(t) (11)
whered = e ψe
C|r|ψ
g
C is the dipolematrixelementforthe |g →| e transitionandE(t) is the
pulsed laser’s electric ﬁeld. Here e is the charge ont h ee l ectron, ψ
g
C(r), ψe
C(r) are the initial
and ﬁnal spatial wavefunctions for particle C, whose spatial coordinate is r.I nt h eoperation
of a quantum gate, a sequence of pulses L(t) will be chosen to manipulate the entanglement
of the qubits A and B.
2.4. The control of the qubits
The spectrum associated with theH a m iltonian in equation (2) has two characteristic energies.
The ﬁrst is  ,s o m e w hat less than 1 eV, the excitation energy of the excited electronic state.
Secondly,thegroundandexcited(electronic)states areeachsplitintooctets,witha verymuch
smaller characteristic energy scale determined by the exchange splitting and magnetic ﬁeld.
This ﬁne structure spin splitting is typically GHz. Now, a pulsed laser, resonantly tuned to
the electronic excitationenergy   and with a pulse transformbandwidthmuch greater than the
ﬁne structure splitting, will simply interchange the ground and excited state wavefunctions if
the ‘pulse area’
 
V(t)dt = π.I fw ea ssume that the system starts in its ground electronic
state (but in an arbitraryspin state) then a pairof laser pulses, separatedby a time T will cause
the system to propagate in its excited electronic state for a time T. If, furthermore, we have
T   τ,w h e r eτ is the laser pulse duration, we may separate the excitation and de-excitation
processes from the free propagation between pulses and write for the full time-development
operator
U =
 
0 −ieiφI
−ie−iφI 0
  
Ug 0
0 Ue
  
0 −ieiφI
−ie−iφI 0
 
=−
 
Ue 0
0 Ug
 
(12)
where I is the 8 × 8 unit matrix corresponding to the laser excitation and de-excitation, and
Ug = exp−iHgT; Ue = exp−iHeT (13)
are the time-developmentoperatorsforfree propagationin the groundand excitedstates. This
effectively allows us to apply He (equation (11)) to the ground state, for a controllable time
T.T hus, the laser excitation allows us to combine two energy scales: the excitation energy
  = ¯ hω and the much smaller spin splitting ∼¯ h/τ.
3. The idealized gate
We must now consider how this control scheme can be used to make quantum gates.
3.1. The external parameters—disentangling C
The time development determined by He is discussed in detail in the appendix. To show the
essential features we take two steps. First we make some assumptions about the physical
parameters which, while not essential, are likely to be reasonable ﬁrst approximations to
experimental realizations of our model. Secondly, we ﬁndi tc onvenient to re-order the basisQuantum gates controlled by electronic excitation 2763
states, so that the separation between the control and qubit electrons is easier to see. We use
thesubscript2to indicatethatthetime-developmentoperatorsarecalculatedin thisre-ordered
basis.
The physical system is deﬁned by a number of parameters JA, JB, BA, BB, BC,e t c ,a n da
propagation time T.W es h a l la ssume that
BA = BB = B say
JA = JB = J say
(14)
(which is what one would expect if particles A and B are identical to each other). For reasons
whichwillbecomeapparentbelow,wepicktwointegers M and N,a n dr e s t rictthepropagation
time T and the magnetic ﬁeld strength B so that
T = Mπ/
 
(B − BC − J)2 +8J2 = Nπ/
 
(−B + BC − J)2 +8J2 (15)
which implies that the ﬁeld strengths B, BC and Heisenberg coupling J are related by2
B − BC = fJ (16)
with
f =−
M2 + N2
M2 − N2 ±
  
M2 + N2
M2 − N2
 2
− 9. (17)
The onlyrestrictionson M and N arethat T mustbe positiveand f must bereal. The fact that
suchrestrictionsarenecessarylimitstherangeoftwo-qubitgatesavailabletous. Nevertheless,
we shall show that this limited set of gates includes those which are needed for a universal
quantum computer; indeed we show that we can make either a phase gate or a root swap gate
to high accuracy.
3.2. The gate time-developmentoperator
We now re-order the basis states as
 
[|0 ,|2 ,|4 ,|6 ,|1 ,|3 ,|5 ,|7 ]g [|0 ,|2 ,|4 ,|6 ,|1 ,|3 ,|5 ,|7 ]e
 T
where, for brevity, we have replaced each spin index |ijk  by its decimal equivalent.
With these assumptions, we can calculate the time-development operator for the excited
state. It is
Ue
2 =
 
U+(M, N) 0
0 U−(M, N)
 
(18)
with U±(M, N) the 4 × 4 unitary matrices
U+(M, N) = e
i(J−B)T
×



e−i[(3− f )J +2B]T 00 0
0[ (−1)M +e −i(1− f )JT]/2[ (−1)M − e−i(1− f )JT]/20
0[ (−1)M − e−i(1− f )JT]/2[ (−1)M +e −i(1− f )JT]/20
00 0 e 2iBT(−1)N



(19)
2 Remembering the deﬁnition of B, BC (equations (5), (14)), we see that, provided µA  = µC,e quation (16) can be
satisﬁed by suitably choosing the external magnetic ﬁeld B.2764 RR odriquez et al
and
U−(M, N) = ei(J+B)T
×



e−2iBT(−1)M 00 0
0[ (−1)N +e −i(1+ f )JT]/2[ (−1)N − e−i(1+ f )JT]/20
0[ (−1)N − e−i(1+ f )JT]/2[ (−1)N +e −i(1+ f )JT]/20
00 0 e −i[(3+ f )J−2B]T


.
(20)
U+ describes the evolution of the system when the control spin, C, is initially placed in the
excited state with spin up, and U− describes the evolution when the spin is down. The block-
diagonal form of Ue
2 is a consequence of conditions(15) and (17), and is important because it
ensuresthatthe controlspin always returnsto its originalstate atthe endof the gateoperation.
This means that the control spin is not ﬁnally entangled with the qubit spins, and hence does
not cause decoherence of the qubit system.
Now considerthe operationof an idealizedgate. The qubitsare encodedin the spin states
ofAandB.Thus,theneworderingofthebasisstatescorrespondstothefourqubitstatesandC
spinup,followedbythesamefourqubitstatesandCspindown. Thus,ifweinsistthatparticle
Cisi nitiallyinits spinupstate,thenaftertheapplicationofthelaserpulses,particleCwillstill
be spin up in its ground state, but the qubit states will have experiencedthe time-development
operator U+(M, N).S i m ilarly if C is started in the spin down state the qubits experience the
time-development operator U−(M, N).T hus, the effective qubit time-development operator
is either U+ or U−;i nw h a tf o llows we shall, generally, assume it to be U+,a n dw es h all see
that it does indeed produce entanglement, and, for special values of M and N that it produces
either a phase gate, which is locally equivalent to a CNOT gate, or a root swap gate.
4. Two-qubit gates and entanglement
We now discuss the quantum computational aspects of gates which are easily made by this
scheme. This requires some more detailed exploration of the entanglement our protocol can
produce.
4.1. General features of entanglement
Our quantum information is encoded in the spin states of A and B. Furthermore, as we have
describedin the previoussection, the pairedlaser pulsesreturnC to its groundstate in the spin
state in which it started, which we choose to be |0 gC.T h e r e fore we conﬁne our attention to
wavefunctions of the form
  = ψAψBψ
g
C [c0|00  + c1|01  + c2|10  + c3|11 ]|0 gC (21)
wherethetwospinstatesinthebrackets[···]arestatesofAandB,and|0 gC isthespinupstate
of (thegroundstate of)C. Althoughthe spin of C hasanimportantrolein the excitedstate, the
conditionsexpressed in equations(15) and (17) guaranteethat it only acts as a spectator when
Ch as returned to its ground electronic state. All the quantum information for the two-qubit
gate is encoded in c,t h ec o l u mn vector
c = [c0,c1,c2,c3]T (22)
on which the time-development operator U+(M, N) acts. The form of the time-development
operator, that is, the values of M and N,d e t ermines the type of gate.
We shall have to distinguish between local operations, which can be decomposed into a
series of manipulations on A and B separately, and two-qubit operations, which manipulateQuantum gates controlled by electronic excitation 2765
the joint state of A and B. Physically, the former can be performed by A-gates (acting on
single qubits) alone. Generally, single-spin manipulations of this type will be performed
using already-established methods that are different to what we describe here (Charnock and
Kennedy 2001, Jelezko et al 2002).
The scheme we describe is supposed to produce a so-called J-gate, which can perform
two-qubit operations. These depend on the state of both spins. A characteristic of such gates
is that, in contrast to A-gates, they can produce entanglement between the spins of A and B
from a state which is initially unentangled (Wootters 1998). Such operations are required to
perform the universal quantum logical operations which give quantum computing its power.
Thus, in our scheme, a general quantum gate will consist of a combination of A- and
J-gates, and the gate will be represented by a time-developmentoperator of the form
Ugate = LfU+(M, N)Li (23)
where Li and Lf represent local operations, performed with A-gates and U+(M, N) provides
theJ-gate. We stressthatthispaperisnotconcernedwiththeimplementationofthelocalgates
Li and Lf.I n d eed, it is known that the entanglement produced by Ugate does not depend on
the form of Li and Lf.G a t es with the same U+(M, N),b u tdifferent Li and Lf,a r es a id to be
locally equivalent.A lthough they may do different things, they can be made equal by using
only A-gates.
Makhlin(2000)hasconsideredhowto characterizelocallyequivalentgatesoftwo qubits.
First, we transform to what he calls the Bell basis
 
1
√
2
(|00  + |11 ),
i
√
2
(|01 + |10 ),
1
√
2
(|01 −|10 ),
i
√
2
(|00 −| 11 )
 
which we identify with the subscript B.W eh a v e
cB = Qc (24)
and
U+B = Q†U+Q (25)
with
Q =
1
√
2



10 0 i
0i 1 0
0i−10
10 0 −i


. (26)
He shows that, given a gate time-development operator U in the standard basis, one can
calculate
m = UT
BUB (27)
and
n = detU (28)
and thenﬁ n d
G1 = tr2(m)/16n (29)
and
G2 = (tr2(m) − tr(m2))/4n. (30)
These two quantities between them uniquely specify the eigenvalues of m.T w o g a t e
time-development operators Ux and Uy are then equivalent to one another within local
transformations if and only if they have the same values of G1 and G2.2766 RR odriquez et al
We may now apply these ideas to U+(M, N).W eg e t
G1(M, N) = (−1)(M+N)  
e−iJT + (−1)NeiJTcos(1 − f )JT
 2
/4( 31)
and
G2(M, N) = (−1)
(M+N)  
cos2JT +2 (−1)
N cos(1 − f )JT
 
(32)
where equations (17) and (15) must be used for f and T.
4.2. The phase gate, the ‘root swap’ gate
The purpose of this work is to consider the use of excited states to controltwo-qubitgates. To
avoid the (for our purposes) unnecessary complications introduced by local one-qubit gates
we focus on two well known universal gates—the phase gate and the so-called ‘root swap’
gate. The phase gate has the unitary transform
Uphase =



100 0
010 0
001 0
000−1


 (33)
so that
G
phase
1 = 0
G
phase
2 = 1
(34)
whereas the root swap gate we shall consider is of the form
Urs =



10 0 0
0 (1 − i)/2 −(1+i )/20
0 −(1+i )/2 (1 − i)/20
00 0−1


 (35)
so that
G
rs
1 =
−i
4
G
rs
2 = 0.
(36)
If values of M and N can be found such that
G
U+(M,N)
1 = G
gate
1 + δ1
G
U+(M,N)
2 = G
gate
2 + δ2
(37)
(gate = phase, rs) where δ1 and δ2 are ‘small’, then the correspondinggate time-development
operator will be ‘near’ a time-development operator which is locally equivalent to either a
phase gate or a root swap gate. The reason for focusing on these gates rather than the more
familiar CNOT gate(Cirac andZoller1995),is that, as we shall see, thevaluesof M, N which
satisfyequations(34)or(36)actuallyproducetimedevelopmentoperatorsclosetothosegiven
in equations(33) or (35)rather than a local equivalent. This enablesus to determinethe target
matrix UW deﬁned below, and therefore the quality of the gate protocol, without unnecessary
complications.
We characterize the system by its (entanglement) ﬁdelity, (Nielsen 2002, Fortunato et al
2002) deﬁned as
F+(M, N) =| 1
4Tr{U
†
WU+(M, N)}|
2 (38)Quantum gates controlled by electronic excitation 2767
Table 1. Some parameter sets which produce two-qubitg ates and their errors. Each set is an
extreme: amongst thosewehaveconsidered set1has thesmallest value of + andset3thesmallest
value of JT.S e t s2and 4 have the smallest values of (BA − BC)/J for a phase gate and root swap
gate, respectively.
Set Type MN (BA − BC)/JJ T
 
δ2
1 + δ2
2  +(M, N)
1P hase 1584 2177 4.5 1105.84 1.6 × 10−6 4.8 × 10−7
2P hase 1534 1444 −0.274 1553.522 3.0 × 10−5 3.1 × 10−5
3
√
Swap 563 618 21.093 87.169 1.8 × 10−4 1.6 × 10−4
4
√
Swap 1631 1479 −0.449 1612.405 4.7 × 10−4 2.9 × 10−3
where UW is the time dependent operator to which U+(M, N) itself is close (equations (33)
or (35)).
In fact, it is more useful to use
 +(M, N) = 1 − F+(M, N) (39)
so that values close to zero are desirable. Some values of  +(M, N) are given in table 1. It
is clear that the ideal gate protocol delivers adequate ﬁdelities. However, we stress that the
values of  +(M, N) given in table 1a r ei d e a lizations. They represent the closest that this
protocol can come to producing either a phase gate or root swap gate while still satisfying
equation (15). We must now consider how a more realistic protocol will operate.
5. A ‘realistic’ gate
We have made many idealizationsin constructingtable 1. In this section we considerthe laser
excitation in more detail and also estimate the effect of decoherence in the operation of the
gates.
Even in the absence of decoherence there aret w oi d e a lizations hidden in equation (12).
First, it is assumed that the laser pulse transform bandwidth is large enough to cover all the
spin componentsof the excited state, and secondlythat the laser pulse lengthsτ are negligible
in comparison with T,t h ei n terval between them. For the parameters discussed here the ﬁrst
criterionisseveralordersofmagnitudestricterthanthesecond. Typicalsplittingsintheexcited
state are of the order of |1 − f |J,s ot h a tw en eed
Jτ   1/|1 − f | (40)
to ensure that all the components are properly excited, whereas the pulse will be short in
comparison to the gate protocol duration if
Jτ   JT. (41)
Typically, 1/|1 − f |∼1, whereas JT ∼ 1000.
In ﬁgure 3 we show calculations of ﬁdelities as a function of the laser pulse duration.
Typical values for the ideal case (τ → 0) are
 + ∼ 3 × 10−7–10−4
so we can see that, although these values are not achieved for real laser excitation, there is a
range of laser parametersfor which usefully accurate gates can be made. Notice that although
parametersets3and4havepooreridealﬁdelities, theycantoleratelongerpulselengthsbefore
theirﬁdelities becomeunacceptable. Thisis becausethesmall magneticﬁeldrequiredinthese
cases implies that there is a smaller energy spread of upper state sublevels, and therefore a
longer laser pulse can still excite them all.2768 RR odriquez et al
Figure 3. The gate error as a function of laser pulse duration for the four parameter sets in table 1.
Table 2. Typical values required for a realistic gate. Wes h o wv a l ues of the laser pulse duration
and magnetic ﬁeld required to make a phase gate as a function of the σ · σ interaction strength for
three cases, all chosen so that Jτ ∼ 0.01–0.1. (For orientation, the exchange interaction between
a1 sa nd 3d electron in He has a strength of 0.35 meV (Bethe and Salpeter 1957).) Typically, a
visible or near infra-red laser with a ﬂuence of ∼0.5Jm −2 per pulse will be needed. Averaging
over the temporal and spatial distribution of the pulses, and noting that the gate protocol requires
two short pulses separated by a long time interval, and, furthermore, the qubits themselves are not
densely distributed, we estimate that this implies a mean power density of ∼10 W m−2 in case 1.
It should be noted that, in ideal operation, all energy absorbed would be re-emitted as photons at
the end of gate operation.
Case J τ B (T) tsep (ns)
16 . 6 µV = 1.6 GHz 1–10 ps 0.01–1 10–100
26 6 µV = 16 GHz 0.1–1 ps 0.1–10 1–10
30 . 6 6 m V = 160 GHz 10–100 fs 1–100 0.1–1
As can be seen from ﬁgure 3, a value of Jτ< ∼ 0.01–0.1 is required for a ‘small’ value
of  +.T h i s g i v e s a r elationship between thel a s er pulse duration and J,t h es t r e ngth of the
σ · σ interaction which drives the gate. This in turn determines the order of magnitude of the
magnetic ﬁeld required to produce the phase gate (see equation (17)). Table 2 shows typical
parameters for various realistic values of J.C ase 1 does not seem to be beyond present-day
technology, case 2 is at the limit of what might be possible, but case 3 seems inaccessible.
Finally, we consider the effect of decoherence on the gate. As noted by Stoneham et al
(2003) there are several possible sources of decoherence. One is the spontaneous decay of
the excited state, which (as remarked earlier) we expect to occur on a microsecond timescale.
Another is spin–lattice relaxation; this varies rapidly with temperature. For Si:Bi the ground-
state spin–lattice lifetime is longer than a microsecond for temperatures below about 30 K
(Castner 1962), but for other defect systems where the energy splittings exceed the largest
phonon energy the situation may be much better.
The ground-staterelaxationis particularlycritical because it acts even while the gate is in
the ‘off’ state. In order to estimate the decoherence rate tolerable in the ‘on’ state, we use aQuantum gates controlled by electronic excitation 2769
Figure 4. The gate error as a function of decoherence rate. Those labelled 0 ps show how the
ﬁdelity falls off as afunction ofdecoherence rate for the fourparameter sets, on the assumption that
the laser pulse length tends to zero. Clearly parameter set 3, which has the shortest gate duration,
performs well here. The dashed curves show how the ﬁdelity behaves for this case, but with more
realistic laser pulse lengths.
very simple model of dephasing based on a random telegraph signal. We assume that phase
jumpsofπ occurintheupperstatewavefunction,randomlyatarate ,andassigneachofthese
phase jumps to a component of the excited state wavefunction chosen at random (Greenland
2003);thiscorrespondstoaT2-typeprocess. Weusestandardunravellingtechniques(Mølmer
et al 1993) to calculate observables. We expect that this model will exhibit the main features
of most decoherence processes.
We focus on case 1 in table 2 and consider all four parameter sets. In ﬁgure 4 we show
how the ﬁdelity falls as the decoherence rate rises. Most of these calculations are done with
an artiﬁcially short laser pulse in order to expose the degradation of ﬁdelity with collision
rate. It is clear that the much shorter gate protocol time associated with parameter set 3
(∼9ns, ratherthanthe 100–150nsrequiredin theothercases)isadvantageous,andoutweighs
the rapid degradation in ﬁdelity with laser pulse duration noted above for this parameter set.
Figure 4 shows that dephasing rates of up to 107 s−1 (or even upt o1 0 8 s−1)a r et o lerable
for demonstration purposes. We can therefore accept relaxation times one to two orders of
magnitude faster than those known for the ground state of Si:Bi at 30 K.
6. Summary
In this paper, as in (Stoneham et al 2003), we have described a solid-state two-qubit quantum
gate which, in contrast to many other designs, separates the storage andi n t e r action aspects of
the gate by using an excited control particle to produce the qubit–qubit interaction necessary
for entanglement. Here we analyse the important requirement that the control particle should
remain unentangled with the qubits after the gate protocol is over; this restricts the effective
two-qubitgateswecanmake,throughequations(15)and(17)—alltheusefulgatesaredeﬁned
bytwointegers M and N.V aluesoftheseintegerscanbefoundwhichgiveeitherphaseorroot
swapgates. ImplementationofthesegateswithpulsedlaserexcitationofdefectsinSiiswithin2770 RR odriquez et al
thes cope of present-day technology, and preliminary exploration suggests that decoherence
during the gate operation, while important,i slikely to be at a tolerable level.
We stress that in this paper we haveb een concerned to show what is possible with a very
simple implementation of an excitation controlled two-qubit gate, and many extensions of
thei dea are possible. Some will be described elsewhere. The fact that ‘classic’ two-qubit
gates which can be made without undue technological effort can be found in a preliminary
exploration of the parameter space available to us suggests that much more can be done.
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Appendix
Calculationofthetimedevelopmentoperatorissimpliﬁedbypermutingthebasisstatessothat
|3 and|4 interchangetheirpositions. Withthis permutationtheexcitedstate Hamiltonian(8)
becomes
He
1 =



 



 

D0 0000000
0 D1 2JB 2JA 0000
02 JB D2 0 0000
02 JA 0 D4 00 0
0 000 D3 02 JA 0
0 0000 D5 2JB 0
0 000 2 JA 2JB D6 0
0 000000 D7



 



 

(8a)
whichi si naconvenientblock diagonal form. Now if
D2 = D4
D3 = D5
(42)
then the 3 × 3s ub-matrices can be diagonalized easily, and the time development operator
written in closed form. Although this is not the only circumstance in which this is possible,
the conditions (42) imply
BA = BB = B say
JA = JB = J say
(43)
which is what one would expect if particles A and B are identical to each other.
The time-developmentoperator is then
Ue
1(t) =



exp(−iD0t) 00 0
0 R(t) 00
00 S(t) 0
00 0 e x p (−iD7t)


 (44)
where R can be written
R = ei(J−B)t


c − iu/p s −2iJ/p s −2iJ/p s
−2iJ/p s
 
c+i u/p s+e iut 
/2
 
c+i u/p s − eiut 
/2
−2iJ/p s
 
c+i u/p s − eiut 
/2
 
c+i u/p s+e iut 
/2

 (45)Quantum gates controlled by electronic excitation 2771
with
u = B − BC − J
p =
√
u2 +8J2
c = cos pt
s = sin pt
(46)
and S is
S = ei(J+B)t


 
¯ c+i v/q ¯ s+e ivt 
/2
 
¯ c+i v/q ¯ s − eivt 
/2 −2iJ/q ¯ s
 
¯ c+i v/q ¯ s − eivt 
/2
 
¯ c+i v/q ¯ s+e ivt 
/2 −2iJ/q ¯ s
−2iJ/q ¯ s −2iJ/q ¯ s ¯ c − iv/q ¯ s

 (47)
with
v =− B + BC − J
q =
√
v2 +8J2
¯ c = cosqt
¯ s = sinqt.
(48)
We now perform a ﬁnal permutation to bring the basis into the order
 
[|0 ,|2 ,|4 ,|6 ,|1 ,|3 ,|5 ,|7 ]g [|0 ,|2 ,|4 ,|6 ,|1 ,|3 ,|5 ,|7 ]e
 T
and the corresponding time-developmentoperator in the excited state is
Ue
2 =

 



 



exp(−iD0t) 000000 0
0 R22 R32 0 R21 00 0
0 R23 R33 0 R31 00 0
00 0 S33 0 S31 S32 0
0 R12 R13 0 R11 00 0
00 0 S13 0 S11 S12 0
00 0 S23 0 S21 S22 0
00 0 0000 e x p (−iD7t)

 



 



. (49)
Now, letu sc hoose magnetic ﬁelds B and BC,i n t e r action strength J and total time T so that
pT = Mπ (50)
and
qT = Nπ. (51)
This will be possible if the magnetic and Heisenberg interaction strengths are related by
B − BC = fJwith f given by
f =−
M2 + N2
M2 − N2 ±
  
M2 + N2
M2 − N2
 2
− 9( 52)
and under these conditions
R12 = R13 = R21 = R31 = S13 = S23 = S31 = S32 = 0( 53)
so that equation( 49) becomes
Ue
2 =
 
U+(M, N) 0
0 U−(M, N)
 
(54)2772 RR odriquez et al
with U±(M, N) the 4 × 4 time-developmentoperators
U+(M, N) = ei(J−B)T
×



e−i[(3− f )J+2B]T 00 0
0[ (−1)M +e −i(1− f )JT]/2[ (−1)M − e−i(1− f )JT]/20
0[ (−1)M − e−i(1− f )JT]/2[ (−1)M +e −i(1− f )JT]/20
00 0 e 2iBT(−1)N



(55)
and
U−(M, N) = e
i(J+B)T
×



e−2iBT(−1)M 00 0
0[ (−1)N +e −i(1+ f )JT]/2[ (−1)N − e−i(1+ f )JT]/20
0[ (−1)N − e−i(1+ f )JT]/2[ (−1)N +e −i(1+ f )JT]/20
00 0 e −i[(3+ f )J−2B]T



(56)
which are the desired results.
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